Kids love trains, and Kevin Lewis and illustrator Daniel Kirks Chugga-Chugga Choo-Choo will do nothing but encourage the obsession. Suns up! / Mornings here. / Up and at em, / engineer, cheerfully begins this rhyming picture book. As the simple large-lettered text chugs along, Daniel Kirk brings a childs playroom and train set to life with bold, bright illustrations reminiscent of his work in Bigger. In the course of the book, the toys bustle about to make sure the steam engine is loaded up with freight and finds its way (through the country, round the mountains, into tunnels, and across the river) to its destination—the city. There the sleepy-choo-choo rests, right next to a tired little boy, until the next days work begins: To the roundhouse / you are bound. / Good night, engine, / safe and sound. (Baby to preschool)

**Personal Review: Chugga Chugga Choo Choo by Kevin Lewis**

We Love this book. I have 2 boys - 4 and 2. We were given a copy of the board book when the oldest was a baby. We read it so often that we wore it out and I had to buy a new copy. We went with the hardback this time since the boys are getting older. I'm hoping they won't destroy it too fast. I actually like this copy better. The book is larger and the pictures are
beautiful (not in a gorgeous Polar Express kind of way but in a cute kind of way).
I've read it so many times I can quote the whole book :) This is a great book for any child but especially for those who love trains.
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